Sheep Shaped
Pouch

have fun with KOKKA fabric! produced by

Design & work: Kanae Nakayama

Instructions

Size: 13cm (l) 19cm (w)
1. Make the ﬂap.

2. Make the pocket.

① Adhere fusible quilt batting to
the outer fabric.
Piecing
side

Materials

Lining fabric
(front side)

□ Fabric (Main panel lining fabric, ﬂap outer fabric, lining fabric): 70cm×20cm
(Main panel outer fabric, Card pocket (narrow-wale corduroy)): 50cm×20cm
(Zipper pocket top and bottom (plaid)): 50cm×20cm
□ Fusible quilt batting: 20cm×10cm
□ Zipper: One piece (18cm long)
□ Leather tape: 50cm (0.2cm wide)
□ Covered button: One piece (2cm diameter)
Fabric shown for this sample: charms JG42200-201（B）

Leather tape (reverse side)
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① Double fold the edge of the opening
side of the card pocket and sew.
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3. Make the main panel.
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① With front sides facing
each other, sew together
the main panel outer fabric
and lining fabric, leaving an
opening for turning, placing
the ﬂab fabric in-between.
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Card pocket
(front side)

② Cut oﬀ the
corner seam.
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③ Layer the card pocket
and sew the partitions.

Zipper pocket top
(front side)
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④ Fold the zipper attachment edge
of the top zipper pocket fabric.
Place it over the zipper and sew together.

All measurements are in centimeters (cm). The edges are left cut.
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② With front sides facing each other, place the leather
tape in-between, and sew around except for the
piecing side. (make sure the designs on the print
fabric is facing the right direction)
③ Turn it inside out.

Pattern and Cutting Layout

Flap outer fabric
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② Run zigzag stitches on the zipper attachment
edge of the bottom zipper pocket fabric. Fold the
edge, place it over the zipper and sew together.
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Flap lining fabric
(front side)

⑤ Baste side edges and bottom.

④ Top stitches here.
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Zipper pocket
(front side)

⑥ Tie the leather strap
and make a loop.

⑤ Attach the covered button.
③ Turn it inside out and close
the opening using blind stitches.
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